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Chapter 1209 A Trap 

“Who are you? If you know your place, then scram now instead of risking your lives!” Gonzo 

yelled at the dozens of men in black. 

To his surprise, the men in black chuckled instead of running away. “Mr. Gonzo, we’ve been 

waiting for you here for some time.” 

“You’ve been waiting for me? Why?” Gonzo was confused. 

One man laughed. “So that we can take your life!” 

Read more 

“The Rowling family has nothing against you. Why do you want me dead? If you’re in 

trouble, just let me know and I’ll send my men to deliver you a lot of money!” Gonzo told 

them. 

As the enemies seemed calm, he knew he had run into trouble. 

The man responded, “We don’t want your money. We want you dead!” 

Having said that, he charged toward Gonzo. 

The other men in black promptly attacked the Rowling family’s subordinates. 

Gonzo had just ended a battle but got attacked again. 

Soon, most of the subordinates working for the Rowling family were either dead or injured. 

Gonzo was the only one left standing and resisting their attack. 

In the end, he was sent flying with a kick and crashed to the ground. 
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A sharp knife was placed next to his neck. 

Even though Gonzo was mere moments away from dying, he remained calm instead of 

begging for them to spare his life. Glaring at them, he demanded, “Who the hell are you? I 

want to know who wants me dead. The Rowling family has never offended anyone in the 

Jadeborough martial arts world.” 

Gonzo still had no idea who wanted him dead. 

Could they be from the Village of Villains? 

He soon brushed off that idea, for the Village of Villains had suffered a huge defeat. 

They didn’t have the ability to send people after him now. 

Besides, if these men were from the Village of Villains, they would not need to dress 

inconspicuously and cover their faces with hoods. 

“If you’re curious, I’ll tell you everything!” 

Right then, a young man walked out, holding a fan in his hand. 

“Mr. Norton?” Gonzo was taken aback to see Skylar here. “Mr. Norton, what is going on?” 

Skylar was the reason he had come all the way here to search for Kai and gone all out 

against the Village of Villains. 

He couldn’t help but furrow his brows at the sight of Skylar. 

“Oh, nothing. I just want to let you know that I am the one who wants you dead,” Skylar 

revealed with a grin. 

Gonzo stared at him incredulously. “Why? Why do you want to kill me? There isn’t any beef 

between our families!” 

He couldn’t understand why Skylar wanted him dead. 



Skylar flashed a menacing grin. “Well, that’s because Kai wasn’t the one who killed your 

nephew, Coby. It was me. I wanted to use the Rowling family to kill Kai! Alas, you are utterly 

useless. There is no reason for you to live on!” 

Gonzo’s eyes widened as his cheeks flushed red in anger. 

He had no idea that Skylar had tricked him! 

The entire Rowling family, and even the Marsingfill martial arts world, had sacrificed a lot, 

but it ended up being a trap. 

“Y-You’re so despicable! Have you no shame?” he said through gritted teeth as he glared at 

Skylar. 

“Whether I am despicable or not doesn’t matter anymore. What matters is that you’re about 

to die!” 

A smile crept up on Skylar’s lips as he ordered, “Do it!” 

An icy glint swept across the air, and blood spurted out of Gonzo’s neck. 

Gonzo’s eyes remained open when he breathed his last breath. 

Skylar’s lips curled when he saw Gonzo’s dead body. “Let’s head to the Village of Villains.” 
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Chapter 1210 A Total Massacre 

Back at the Village of Villains, Oakley was readjusting his aura. He was planning on 

cultivating to recover faster. 

Travis brought his men to clear the battlefield and increase the defense of the Village of 

Villains. 

Quad was badly injured. He was bandaging his legs in his room. 
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Most of the people in the Village of Villains were wounded. 

Read more 

Only Brody and a few experts had escaped unscathed as they were guarding Pentacarna 

Tower. 

Just as Oakley crossed his legs to recuperate, a few dangerous auras could be felt outside 

the valley suddenly. 

Oakley’s heart lurched with dread, and he immediately leaped up. 

Travis was staring at Skylar and his men at the entrance of the Village of Villains. 

“Who are you? Leave the Village of Villains right now!” Travis declared. 

Holding his fan, Skylar shot Travis a disdainful look. 

If the Village of Villains had been as powerful as usual, Skylar wouldn’t have dared to 

disrespect The Villainous Four. 

However, the Village of Villains was now no different from an exhausted giant. 

It would only take one gentle push to send it toppling. 

Skylar’s lips curved. “I’m here for Kai. I’ll leave right after you hand Kai to me. If you refuse to 

hand him to me…” 

He then pointed his fan aside. 

Rumble! 

A huge boulder promptly exploded into pieces. 

Travis’ expression turned dark. They would never hand Kai over. 

That was why they had fought against the Rowling family. 



“Who are you? I don’t know the Kai you’re talking about.” Travis had no choice but to feign 

ignorance. 

The Village of Villains wasn’t capable of stopping another attack against them. 

Skylar burst out laughing and sneered, “Since when did The Villainous Four of the Village of 

Villains start playing the fool? Kai is right here, but you claim you don’t know who he is. Do 

you think I’m a gullible child?” 

A wave of fury crashed through Travis, and he nearly cursed out loud. 

However, he tamped his anger down at the thought of the Village of Villains’ current 

situation. 

“Mr. Norton, why are you here at the Village of Villains with so many men?” 

Right then, Oakley walked out of the valley. 

It wasn’t hard for him to recognize Skylar, for the Norton family was an influential family in 

Jadeborough. 

“Mr. Dixon, I want to take Kai with me. That’s all,” Skylar said nonchalantly. “I’ll leave right 

away if you hand Kai to me!” 

“That’s impossible!” Oakley was quick to turn him down. 

“If that’s the case, don’t blame me for playing hardball!” Skylar announced. 

A murderous intent exuded from his entire being. 

“Ha! The Village of Villains isn’t a doormat!” Oakley responded. 

His body started gleaming as he unleashed the full force of his aura. 

At Oakley’s pretentious act, Skylar cackled. “Stop putting up an act. You’re hurt, and you’ve 

exhausted your strength. I can defeat you with a wave of my hand.” 

“I’ve exhausted my strength? We shall see.” 



Oakley’s palms started gleaming, and a flash of light darted toward Skylar. 

Boom! 

Skylar’s expression changed abruptly following the loud boom, and he swiftly retreated 

backward. 

Oakley was a Martial Arts Marquis. Even if he was wounded, they shouldn’t undermine his 

attack. 

Skylar scowled after realizing he had been forced to retreat. 

“Since you will not see reason, then you have only yourself to blame.” He waved his hand. 

“Get him!” 

The experts who had come here under Skylar’s lead immediately charged forward. 

Three Semi Martial Arts Marquis surrounded Oakley in the blink of an eye. 

Oakley mustered all his might and gritted his teeth to go against them. 

The wounds on his body burst open, and blood trickled down his body. Soon, Oakley’s 

entire body was stained with blood. 

The others in the Village of Villains were faring worse, for they were already drained of 

energy to begin with. 

It was a total massacre. 
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Chapter 1211 A Threat 

Despite resisting with all his might, Travis was soon defeated and became Skylar’s hostage. 
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“Mr. Dixon, stop resisting and surrender to us. If you continue resisting, everyone in the 

Village of Villains will have to die!” Skylar said smugly as though he was the final victor. 

Instead of replying to him, Oakley threw a quick punch at him. 

Skylar merely snorted. “Ha! You just won’t give up, huh?” 

He led his subordinates and charged toward Oakley. 

Oakley staggered backward under their continuous attacks. 

“Get in position!” Skylar barked. 

A few experts working for the Norton family surrounded Oakley and kept changing their 

positions. 

Countless thin threads practically invincible to the human eye shot out of their hands. 

The threads then formed a massive web as the experts changed their positions. 

Oakley’s body was soon trapped by the huge web. 

Skylar flashed a smug grin. “Ha! You won’t be able to fight back anymore!” 

Oakley’s eyes turned red as he struggled to free himself. 

Blood spurted out of his body, but he wasn’t even bothered. 

Soon, Oakley’s aura grew weak, and he spat a mouthful of blood. 

Gradually, Oakley’s actions slowed down. 

By then, his body was drenched with blood. 

Skylar snickered icily. “Why are you doing this to yourself? Is Kai worth the Village of Villains’ 

protection?” 

“Pfft!” Oakley spat in his direction. 



Skylar didn’t mind at all. He told his men to subdue Oakley and Travis before he strode into 

the valley. 

Inside the Village of Villains, everyone surrendered when they saw Oakley in Skylar’s hands. 

When Skylar and his experts reached Pentacarna Tower, Brody and some men blocked his 

path. 

Brody felt a jolt of anger when he saw that both Oakley and Travis were badly injured. 

“Let Oakley and Travis go!” he demanded furiously. 

Glaring at the intruders, he gathered his aura and erupted. 

Skylar was surprised to see Brody and the experts of the Village of Villains blocking his path. 

“I can’t believe the Village of Villains has stationed some men to protect Kai even at this 

stage,” he commented. 

He didn’t expect that Oakley would put his life aside and station his men to protect Kai. 

What do the people of the Village of Villains have to do with Kai? 

Brody yelled again, “Release Oakley and Travis!” 

Skylar snorted. “You’d better read the signs and surrender without putting up a fight. If you 

resist, I’ll kill them!” 

He pulled out his sword and gestured at Oakley. 

Brody was unsure of what to do. 

“Brody, ignore our plight! Remember the mission I tasked you with. You need to guard the 

entrance until your death!” Oakley roared. 

“F*ck it!” Skylar cursed. 

He then stabbed his sword into Oakley’s stomach. 



Oakley spurted out a mouthful of blood, and the color drained from his face. 

“Oakley…” Brody’s eyes widened in fury. 

“Surrender right now! If you resist, I’ll chop his head off!” Skylar threatened. 

Shortly after, a few experts from the Norton family came over to them. Brody glanced at 

Oakley, resignation flashing across his gaze. 

He didn’t resist, as he couldn’t bear to watch Oakley die before him. 

Oakley wanted to say something, but his throat was full of blood. 

After subduing Brody and the experts of the Village of Villains, Skylar glanced at Pentacarna 

Tower greedily. 

“I knew Pentacarna Tower couldn’t be destroyed easily. Turns out it is with Kai. Only 

someone like me is worthy of owning this treasure!” Skylar declared, then walked toward 

Pentacarna Tower slowly. 
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Chapter 1212 Could Not Be Opened 

A glow enveloped Skylar’s body, for he knew Kai had set up an arcane array around 

Pentacarna Tower. 

As he carefully made his way toward Pentacarna Tower, a bolt of lightning appeared in the 

sky. 

Boom! 

A huge crater was formed in front of Skylar following the loud boom. 

Fortunately, Skylar avoided the attack in time. Otherwise, he would’ve been struck by the 

bolt of lightning. 
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“D*mn it. He has indeed set up a Death Trap Formation around the tower. Lucky for me, I 

came prepared!” Skylar cursed when he saw the crater right before him. 

His palm began gleaming, and he delivered a punch forward. 

Rumble! 

The energy in the space ahead of him began fluctuating, and Kai’s Death Trap Formation 

was revealed. 

Countless bolts of lightning flashed in the Death Trap Formation. 

“What an amazing Death Trap Formation!” Skylar stared at the formation solemnly. 

He wasn’t about to give up, as Pentacarna Tower was right before him. 

“What are you waiting for? Destroy this Death Trap Formation!” Skylar barked out an order. 

A few experts from the Norton family stepped forward and unleashed all their martial 

energy. 

Boom! 

Kai’s Death Trap Formation burst into a million pieces following a loud boom as though it 

were a mirror. 

They were Semi Martial Arts Marquises, so the Death Trap Formation was no match for 

them! 

Skylar’s lips curved up when he saw how the Death Trap Formation had been destroyed. 

“This won’t stop me!” 

He strode to Pentacarna Tower and delivered a kick to the door. 

However, his kick did no damage to the door of Pentacarna Tower. 

A flicker of light appeared on the door, and Skylar was sent flying backward. 



Skylar’s brows snapped together. “What was that?” 

He marched forward and held his breath before giving the door another forceful punch. 

Alas, the door didn’t move an inch. There wasn’t even any trace of his punch. 

Skylar’s body was sent flying again. This time, he flew back further and crashed to the 

ground. 

Skylar scowled and stared at Pentacarna Tower in shock. 

“You, try opening the door!” he ordered the experts from the Norton family to give it a try. 

However, the results remained the same. No matter how hard they tried, the door remained 

intact. Even when they resorted to magecraft, they were sent flying backward and sustained 

injuries from the impact. 

“W-What is going on?” 

Their faces had turned as dark as thunder. 

As Semi Martial Arts Marquises, they were capable of destroying a mountain with their 

punches, let alone a mere door. 

Skylar turned to Oakley and demanded, “What is this?” 

After all, Pentacarna Tower was currently in the Village of Villains. 

“How would I know?” Oakley responded calmly. 

Oakley had been worried about Kai’s safety. However, he promptly relaxed after seeing the 

solid arcane array surrounding Pentacarna Tower. 

Oakley knew he couldn’t open the door even though he was a Martial Arts Marquis, let 

alone these men. 

Pentacarna Tower was no ordinary magical item. 



“Mr. Norton, what should we do?” one subordinate asked. 

Skylar observed Pentacarna Tower for a while before saying, “Station two men here. We will 

take these old men with us. Kai can’t stay in there forever. We can use these old men to 

threaten him when he reveals himself. Since the Village of Villains insist on protecting him, 

these old men and Kai must be closely related to each other!” 

After stationing two men to guard Pentacarna Tower, Skylar left with the people of the 

Village of Villains as hostages. 

The Village of Villains was peaceful once more. A thick stench of blood wafted in the air as 

corpses were strewn everywhere. 

Despite its fame since its establishment over a dozen years ago, the Village of Villains had 

been destroyed easily overnight. 

The news of the collapse of the Village of Villains and the capture of The Villainous Four 

spread all over the martial arts world. 

 


